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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents conclusions and suggestions. The conclusions are

given based on the research findings and discussions. The suggestions are given to

the students, the English teachers and the further researchers.

A. Conclusion

After analyzing the data from previous chapter, research comes to

conclusion are as follows :

English teacher of SMPN 1 Karangrejo applied some activities to support

the students. They are : a) giving task and recitation, b) giving story to be

discussed, c) using song and movie, d) applying role play, e) applying question

answer section, f) giving reward in the form of point or score, g) giving

motivation to students. All of practices done by English teacher of SMPN 1

Karangrejo can invite students to be active in studying English. The activities are

very interesting and they are contributive to students’ learning. All of the practices

offer advantages in which : (a) the students can improve their language inputs

vocabulary, (b) the students can learn grammar in different context, (c) the

students can learn by doing, (d) the students can learn together in group, (e) the

students can improve their vocabulary, and (f) the students get horizon the

importance of mastering English in the future.
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B. Suggestion

This section presents the suggestion to the students, the English teachers and

the further researchers.

1. For students

The students always have interesting in teaching learning process, they

are suggested to have high motivation to learn English. If they have good

motivation in learning English, they will be active to learn English. As a

result, Their English ability can improve soon.

2. For English teachers

The English teachers of Junior High School should selective and creative

to give more attention to English subject. It is hoped that the English

teachers will use attractive technique or activity to teach English, so it can

create teaching and learning English more fun which can support the

students to study English well.

3. For further researchers

The activities that are purpose to make students active is near to perfact,

the researcher hope full in the future more find teacher can use active in

classroom. The researcher realizes that there are many weaknesses in this

research. However, the researcher still expects that the other researchers can

use this research as a reference to conduct the other research.


